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Autonomous Energy Management

Smart steering algorithms to lower energy cost and optimize installations





Within the next 3 years?

Will algorithms replace the 
green fingers of growers?



Greenhouse horticulture grows with 8% per year

Greenhouse Horticulture Market will grow to hit $41.84 billion by 2025. 

Source: https://www.adroitmarketresearch.com



A huge challenge: the age 
distrubution of growers



Greenhouse sector is 
growing strongly, but…

…Who will operate the greenhouses?







The learnings of the 
challenge

● Autonomous management of 

climate, irrigation, energy and crop 

is viable!

● We can not deny any more that 

fully data driven growing is 

possible 

● Autonomous greenhouse 

management makes greenhouse 

operations scalable 



Smart data solutions for scalable 
greenhouse operations

The rise of autonomous growing



Our mission: enable smart horticulture

We add automated intelligence to the daily decisions in the greenhouse. 
To enable growers to meet their daily challenge: Produce more food and 

flowers with less resources. 

Our solutions integrate deeply in the ecosystem of greenhouses to 
cooperate seemless with humans and existing systems. Supported by 

highly skilled operators, trusted by growers world wide.
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Humans & Algorithms
Smart steering algorithms
backed by human 
expertise



Reporting, Analytics & Action
Blue Radix focusses on applied data science for action in greenhouse operations

Focus domain

Current focus domain
platform suppliers in 

horticulture sector



Model overview
Plant data is at the heart of our models to steer towards a climate for optimal yield



Crop is leading
Integrating direct plant feedback

● Focus on plant balances to steer the plant 

towards a productive and healthy state

● Direct plant feedback to get direct response 

from the plant

● Continuous monitoring to adapt on changes, 

day and night

● We currently conduct a subsidy funded 

research project (TKI) together with Delphy to 

find the best combination of sensors



Beyond human insights
Optimizing greenhouse climate on all relevant aspects in one optimization solution

Algorithms are capable to find correlations beyond 
the capabilities of human insight.

By using well defined datasets we train
models to learn the dynamics of plant growth 
and greenhouse climate. 

Greenhouse climate can be steered directly
based on historic data and grower defined targets.



Crop Controller interface
Algorithms made adjustable and visible



The similarity between growing and driving your car
Would you step into a fully autonomously driving car? Today?

AUTOMATION LEVELS OF AUTONOMOUS CARS



Autonomy levels in greenhouse management
Phased approach to increase span of control in hectares and yield for growers

Level Autonomous greenhouse management Daily 
setpoint 
adjustments

Weekly
setpoint
adjustments

Proactive 
monitoring

Reactive
response to 
alerts

Define crop 
strategy

0 The grower is settings the right setpoints manually in the climate computer based and monitors 
the effect.

1 The grower controls most settings manually, but some specific functions are automated like a 
screen control system.

2 Autonomous crop management can control a selected set of setpoints in the climate computer 
during normal circumstances. Other more complex settings are controlled by the grower. Also 
during extreme circumstances the grower must take over control.

3 The greenhouse climate is fully controlled autonomously as long as no complex changes are 
required or extreme events occur. The grower has to check regularly for incidents and keeps an 
eye on the settings.

4 The greenhouse climate is fully controlled autonomously in normal circumstances based on a 
defined crop target. Only in extreme cases the grower takes over control.

5 The role of the grower is to set the crop targets. The greenhouse climate is controlled fully
autonomously even during extreme situations. 
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Climate computers
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Our solutions will be fully 
integrated with climate computers 
of the major brands and interact 
directly with sensors and energy 
installations in the greenhouse. 
Independent and open for new 
data sources.

We integrated the domain specific 
solutions of component suppliers 
to provide the grower with a single 
optimized answer on the question: 
How to control my greenhouse for 
optimal yield at reduced costs?

Fully integrated solutions



Feature and connection overview Crop Controller
A logical setup of modules, UI and platform integrations



Product roadmap
Algorithms and services are developed at a relatively high pace



Statement
Algorithms will start 

replacing the ‘green 

fingers’ in greenhouses 

within the next 2 years!



Follow us:


